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Abstract

Starting from the general concept of behaviour disorder, in childhood, preschool and adolescence, in this work the descriptive boundaries of all diagnostic hypotheses are defined, with an orientation for clinical, neurobiological and therapeutic treatment, not leaving out the socio-cultural, educational and family contexts inherent to the growth of the minor. In the last part of the work the reflexive cues are concentrated on the best theories and techniques of approach in the analysed species cases.

Contents of the manuscript

Behaviour and emotions in behaviour disorders: Short narrative

Behaviour represents the set of behaviours that define the way an individual acts and reacts in relation to his or her surroundings and the individuals who are part of them. It is therefore the set of external manifestations of an individual that define the temperament (understood as the set of innate, genetically determined tendencies of the individual to react to environmental stimuli in certain ways) and the character (understood as the unitary and organized complex of the psyche in direct relation with the environment) and the experiences (the emotions recorded in the memory of interactions) and therefore the personality [1].

From the ashes of structuralism, always starting from the introspective assumption, the behaviourist current was born, which focused on manifest behaviour. In particular, Pavlov (1849–1936) focused on the mechanism of conditioning (1903), starting from the Russian studies of Secenov’s “reflexological current” (1860). Like him, in the same years, so did Bechterev. Famous is his classic experiment with the dog (so called “the dog”). classic conditioning) to demonstrate the existence of the conditioned/conditioned reflex, i.e. with a natural stimulus (conditioned stimulus) one is able to provoke the occurrence of a certain involuntary reaction (unconditioned response), such as salivation, pupillary contraction or eye closure: <<if we associate a conditioned stimulus (sound) with the unconditioned stimulus (food), a sufficient number of times, the dog will tend to associate the 2 stimuli, and give them the same meaning, causing an involuntary response (salivation)>>. In more recent years, Watson (1878–1958) focused on the stimulus–response theory (S–R), but omitted mental processes (1913). He expressed his doubts about the introspective method and the results of primate experiments in their natural environment.

According to this author, the acquisition of language takes place precisely through conditioning. Thorndike (1874–1949), later on, focused on the mechanism of learning, not using introspection but instead favouring observable behaviour. On this basis he elaborated three laws: a) first law (of frequency), according to which learning is gradual and improves with repetition; b) second law (of contiguity), according to which the shorter the interval of time between stimulus and response, the greater will be the learning; c) third law (of effect), according to which if the stimulus produces a response that produces a new behaviour similar to the previous one, the learning will be greater. Always Thorndike then coined the "halo effect" to designate a psychological attitude consisting in the automatic tendency, during the evaluation of a person, to associate to a positive quality (e.g. physical beauty) other positive aspects without any real correlation with that quality (e.g. sympathy, intelligence, competence or reliability). It can be considered an important and widespread example of "bias" operated on an ineffective heuristic basis. Hull (1940–1960) still concentrated on the themes of learning and behaviour, theorizing the assumption that the force of habit is directly proportional to the number of associations between stimulus and response that have been reinforced. Skinner (1940–1960) then focused on the cause–effect mechanism, introducing the principle of reinforcement. Operative - active conditioning): a) human behaviours are predictable and controllable through an appropriate management of stimuli and reinforcements (shaping); b) operative or associative learning foresees the active, direct and conscious participation of the subject who acts as a consequence of positive reinforcements (reward) or negative reinforcements (punishment), as can be seen from the mouse experiment with cheese: «a hungry rat, which moves in the Skinner Box, is conditioned to lower a lever, when it receives food, while it receives a shock if it stops touching it»; c) Skinner finally takes his cue from Thorndike who years before had already invented the Puzzle Box: a cage from which a hungry cat learns progressively lowering with one paw the lever, which acts as a handle on the exit door, to reach the food outside. They both assumed that to learn you had to make mistakes, make mistakes; however, Skinner perfected this theory, thanks in part to his media success [1].

At the base of human action, however, are the emotions, understood as psychic processes provoked by a relevant event–stimulus able to stimulate physiological and bodily changes), which nourish needs and necessities according to a precise scheme (which originates from the unconsciousness) [2].

The recent interest in the study of emotions stems from the critique of Western thought, which has always contrasted reason with emotions, where in the former the noble part of man resided and in the latter the instinctive animalistic part to keep at bay. Today, different spheres of knowledge lead us to consider emotions as a form of cognitive and emotional communication. Emotional attachment to other individuals and the various types of emotional involvement influence a relevant portion of human behaviour [3].

Precisely for these reasons it is necessary to introduce the present work by briefly considering the evolution of thought on emotions, according to the main theories [4–10]:

The classical theories

a) James–Lange’s theory: The psychologist James and the physiologist Lange, at the same time independently of each other, proposed similar theories on emotion, which is why it is called James–Lange theory. Their theory was opposed to that of common sense: According to them we do not weep because we are sad, but we feel sad because we cry; we do not tremble because we are scared, but we feel fear because we are shaking, and so many other examples. So according to this sequentiality, the emotional reaction depends on how the sensations are interpreted on a physical level.

b) The Cannon–Bard theory: Cannon, in 1927, published a critique of the James–Lange theory. Cannon discovered that the same state of activation of the sympathetic nervous system can be present in many different emotions. Thanks to these studies, Bard (1929) further elaborated this theory, according to which it is the thalamus that plays a critical role in emotional experience. For Bard, the nerve impulses that make sensory information pass through the thalamus are then retransmitted. He receives this input upwards in the cortex (causing a subjective emotional experience) and downwards in the muscles, glands and visceral organs (producing physiological changes). Cannon and Bard argued that the subjective and physiological components of emotion are simultaneous, disagreeing with James, who argued that physiological modifications precede and activate subjective states.

c) Schachter–Singer’s theory: According to Schachter, one feels an emotion when choosing a cognitive label to designate a diffuse state of physiological activation to which we give the name of a particular sensation. Unlike James, Schachter does not advance the hypothesis that physiological sensations are emotions and that each emotion is accompanied by differentiated physiological modifications. Schachter suggests, instead, that the state of activation is only a generalised activation of the autonomic nervous system, until we connect it cognitively to an interpretation by associating it with an emotion. For example, the judgment: “I have stomach cramps because this man is threatening me” will be followed by a feeling of fear. However, no emotions will be felt if external stimuli are not cognitively associated with the state of activation. It may happen, for example, that I notice that I have a stomachache and that the individual seems very irritated, but these two unrelated events do not cause any emotion.

Modern theories

a) The neurobiological approach: In 1980, Zajonc argues that emotions can be provoked even in the absence of high cognitive or perceptual involvement. Sometimes, for example, we feel an immediate sympathy for someone crossing a room or an aversion to someone else, for the way they answer the phone. In 1998, Le Doux confirmed how anger and fear can be directed from the thalamus to the amygdala, making an immediate evaluation possible and often producing an immediate attack/ fuge response, confirming what Zajonc said.

b) The cognitivist approach: According to Lazarus (1982) for an emotion to appear, thought is necessary and sufficient, that is,
c) The modern psychoanalytic approach: In psychoanalysis, emotions have always played a central role both in theory and in its clinical applicability, attributing to relational trauma a series of serious personality disorders and psychotic dissociation. Without retracing all the various stages in the history of psychoanalysis, let us examine two of the exponents of contemporary psychoanalysis: Stern who speaks of affective tuning and Hill who speaks of affective regulation. Through these two theories we have understood how emotion can be defined as a form of implicit communication capable of arousing certain affections in the other leading him to action, just as it happens between the manifestation of emotion in the child through crying and the mother’s response.

d) The evolutionary theory: Ekman, in 2008, reviewed basic emotions through the observation of facial expressions in different cultures, realizing that we have a significant number of innate emotions. Regardless of their culture, children manifest emotions in interactions with caregivers from birth. Seven primary or basic emotions were identified from this study:

- anger, generated by frustration that can manifest itself through aggressive behaviour;
- fear, aimed at the survival of the subject in a dangerous situation;
- sadness, generated as a result of loss or an unfulfilled goal;
- joy, positive state of mind of those who consider their desires satisfied;
- surprise, it originates from an unexpected event, followed by fear or joy;
- contempt, feeling and attitude of total lack of esteem, disdainful rejection of people or things considered despicable;
- disgust, aversion or physical or moral repugnance coming from satisy, or from discontent or resentment.

Subsequently, social interaction produces combinations of primary emotions that in growth will give rise to secondary emotions:

- joy, a feeling of satisfaction of the soul;
- envy, a strong desire to have what the other has;
- shame, an emotional reaction that one feels after having transgressed social rules;
- anxiety, reaction to a hypothetical danger, future and distant;
- resignation, willingness to patiently accept a pain, a misfortune;
- jealousy, an emotional state that comes from the fear of losing something;
- hope, a tendency to believe that phenomena or events are manageable and controllable and can therefore be directed towards hoped-for outcomes;
- forgiveness, replacement of negative emotions that follow a perceived offence with positive emotions;
- offense, moral damage caused to a person by acts or words;
- nostalgia, a state of malaise caused by the absence of a distant place, of a thing or person absent or of a finished situation that one would like to relive;
- remorse, state of distress or psychological upheaval experienced by those who feel that they have behaved or acted contrary to their moral code;
- disappointment, state of mind of sadness caused by the verification that expectations do not occur in reality.

d) The attachment theory [11]: Emotions are at the basis of the interactions between caregiver and child, which will determine the onset of almost all known psychopathologies of the evolutionary age. As a result of these interactions, therefore, different styles of attachment can be formed in the child, as has been demonstrated in the Strange Situation (a procedure carried out by Bowlby [12] and his assistant Ainsworth, in which the child with his mother is introduced into a room full of toys. At various times the child is left alone or in the company of a stranger and then reunited with the mother to study the child’s behaviour. Through these observations conducted in a well-defined setting, it has been possible to identify four patterns of child attachment: safe attachment and insecure attachment (with three types: avoidable, ambivalent and disorganised). From this we understand how emotions play a fundamental role in the interaction between adult and child by influencing important portions of behaviour. By expressing his or her emotions to the caregiver, the child is able to tune in to his or her needs in order to satisfy them (sufficiently good parent) [13], this allows the child to feel protected, nurtured and loved and therefore to be able to grow and develop.
Remaining on the subject of “attachment”, it is easier to see the importance of basic emotions (anger, fear, sadness, disgust, contempt, surprise and joy) and how necessary they are for the child to be able to communicate with the reference figures in order to see their needs satisfied. Precisely for this reason, below, we will give examples that can show how emotions and anger in particular can be considered in a continuum between functional, non-functional and disfusional, producing behaviours from the most adaptive to maladaptive to pathological ones:

Adaptive situation for psycho-emotional development: In the case that the treatment satisfies the child, we will find a child who is balanced, safe, willing to explore the world of learning, who may have matured the management of frustrations and live his or her emotions, including anger in a balanced way. For example, when a child is told no, he or she will experience a common sense of frustration that will lead him or her to express anger, in turn, this emotion expressed towards the care-giver may lead him or her to console the child, thus containing the anger itself. From this simple example, we realise how over time this type of interaction can modulate the system of anger and its behavioural expression, as well as all other emotions. We therefore understand how any emotion as a form of communication and its modulation as feedback may or may not favour the child’s emotional and cognitive evolution.

The psychosocial influence on psycho-emotional development: We consider less protective contexts for the child and his/her development. For example, some very low socio-cultural environments, situations bordering on poverty or real poverty, suburbs of the world, where its inhabitants often experience secondary emotions such as: envy, shame, anxiety, resignation, jealousy, offense, remorse, disappointment. If these emotions are socially shared they can produce emotions of anger that translate into aggressive behaviour that in that specific context are socially accepted. In these contexts the child needs to learn to read aggressive behaviour and to replicate it in turn. In those places that are well present in the news all over the world, showing aggressive behaviour becomes a form of adaptation that is fundamental for the survival of the individual. With this we could never say that all the inhabitants of any suburbs of the world who live those feelings and show aggression, are all violent people and have necessarily engaged in deviant or criminal behaviour. But we can say that in this context there may be more possibilities to develop deviant and pathological lifestyles. With these common examples we understand how emotions and especially anger, being a form of implicit communication, cannot be evaluated in an absolute sense, but always contextualized in a relationship and in a context. Therefore like any type of communication, always aimed at achieving the satisfaction of needs for this extremely adaptive. Without listing anthropological examples we know many violent and cruel practices aimed at parts of the community, which, being socially accepted, are not considered as such. In the above example we can understand how the socio-cultural dimension can influence the development of behaviour with respect to anger modulation; how aggressive behaviour is a real form of adaptation.

Situational circumstances not functional to the correct psycho-emotional development: We see other situations, also very common. How many times have we happened to go shopping in the supermarket and see desperate children, crying and screaming very loud, throwing themselves on the floor because when asked to buy something the adult said no. When the child reacts with anger, we often notice that the caregiver is unable to contain the child’s frustration and anger by being awkward and embarrassed by the situation. Imagine if this behaviour were replicated in a school environment, the child himself could experience great frustration and show inability to adapt to the context and its rules, potentially diminishing the possibility of integration with his peers and thus potentially increasing the discomfort. We see in this other example, common as the manifestation of anger, not having had modulation in the interaction with the caregiver or in the environment in which the child lives, does not allow the growth and psycho-emotional development of the child, producing in it non-functional behaviour to integration.

Dysfunctionality: The last example is when the child lives, through violence and abuse [14], a continuous experience of rejection. This constant dissatisfaction with security generates in the child: emotional insensitivity, apathy, sense of inadequacy, making him or her live himself or herself as something inadequate, sick, incapable. In this possible situation we know that the child will not be able to live the emotions connected to these experiences, otherwise his survival would be lost, thus favouring a process of dissociation and removal [15]. We understand how the child’s lack of emotional development will not allow him to develop those skills useful to sociality such as empathy, identification, moral sense, the limit of freedom. In this situation, there is a great increase in the possibility that the lack of modulation of anger can produce aggressive behaviour, first and then violent behaviour with social deviance, which could lead to a real psychopathology.

Clinical and psychopathological profiles

Behavioural disorders include a series of behaviours defined as “externalising”, as they include behaviours in which internal discomfort is directed outwards through dysfunctional conduct such as aggressiveness, impulsiveness, challenge, violation of rules and other conduct considered socially inappropriate. At pre-school and school age, behavioural accesses may occur in an isolated and temporary manner, for example, when they are linked to situational aspects or to the particular stage of development in which the child finds himself or herself, or may represent real alarm bells ringing for the onset of future behavioural disorders. The ability to act appropriately in relation to social norms and to regulate one’s own behaviour are two basic aspects of the child’s development. However, these are complex abilities that are gradually acquired throughout childhood. Relying on the presence of the adult in regulating one’s emotions and behaviour is fundamental for the child at least until the age of three. When such a young child is agitated or angry, he needs a reference figure who can calm him down and provide him with the most appropriate strategies to resolve his internal conflict. Just as in unfamiliar situations, if the
child shows fear and cries, it is the adult who will calm him/her down through loving behaviour and appropriate explanations. The child then learns to grasp the adult’s signals, such as facial expressions, verbal communication and gestures, in order to be able to modulate his own way of expressing himself in the various contexts. Of great importance is the moment when the child goes from an adjustment based on the external support of the adult to a real self-regulation, i.e. when the child no longer needs to rely on external help and is able to have self-control even when the adult is not present. The critical period for acquiring this ability is usually between 24 and 36 months, the age at which the child begins to show that he or she knows how to internalise the adult’s rules, how to wait to achieve something desired and can flexibly control his or her behaviour in the presence of environmental changes. Towards the end of the second year of life, children also begin to show that they are aware of the existence of social norms and their possible violation. It is currently believed that a deficit in self-regulation is relatively stable during childhood and plays a decisive role in the onset of certain problems of adaptation and regulation of behaviour at a later age. Several researchers have proposed different hypotheses with respect to the internal (emotional and cognitive) dynamics of the child, linked to the minor or greater ability to control his/her own behaviour. Some studies have shown that behavioural problems can be linked to: 1) low levels of fear in potentially harmful situations and reduced empathy towards one’s peers, together with increased impulsiveness; 2) extremely high levels of emotional activation in the face of possible rewards, especially if associated with a rather high negative emotionality and low levels of self-control. This means that in these children behavioural dysregulation can be linked to weak emotional activation in the face of possible punishments, which are thus minimised, or to very high emotional activation in the presence of potential rewards, which are then maximised. In other studies, moreover, it emerges that deficits in self-regulation are more associated with reactive aggressiveness (defensive response to a threat or provocation) than with proactive aggressiveness (aggressiveness expressed to gain an advantage or domination over others): in the former case, in fact, the minor shows difficulty in regulating his own emotions, for example his anger and frustration, when provoked by others. The inability to cope with this extreme internal activation thus leads to limitations in the development and use of one’s own social skills, affecting interactions and the establishment of positive relationships with parents and peers; in the second case, on the other hand, when aggression is triggered without external provocation because it is aimed at obtaining personal gain, one can speak of traits more oriented towards provocation and challenge and of an evident difficulty in getting in touch with one’s own and others’ emotions [16–26].

In DSM-5 [17], the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (APA, 2013), speaks about the so-called “Disruptive Behaviour, Impulse Control and Conduct Disorders” as a macrocategor to refer to a family of disorders in which the behavioural components of aggression and violation of norms are prevalent. In particular, reference is made to “intermittent explosive disorder”, “conduct disorder” and “oppositional-provocative disorder”; however, a neurodevelopmental disorder called “attention deficit hyperactivity disorder” also falls into the category of behavioural disorders [28]. In detail:

1) The intermittent explosive disturbance: It refers to a behavioural picture where aggressiveness is dangerously acted out of the person’s control and without adequate connection with the extent of the events taking place. The disorder is characterised by recurrent behaviour of explosive aggressiveness, verbal or physical, towards people or things that are potentially destructive and capable of causing serious damage. The aggressiveness acted in the intermittent explosive disorder is not only impulsive and uncontrolled, but clearly disproportionate to any stressful event or contingent provocation. People suffering from such disorders may experience episodes of exaggerated, unjustified and potentially damaging aggression for themselves or others, but such behaviour is a manifestation of a depressive or personality disorder and not primarily an expression of an inability to control impulses.

2) Conduct disorder: The main characteristic of this disorder is the systematic and persistent violation of the rights of others and social norms, with very serious consequences in terms of school and social functioning. Children and adolescents can show overbearing, threatening or intimidating behaviour, intentionally triggering fights, stealing objects by confronting the victim and forcing the other to suffer violence, even sexual abuse. The symptoms of the disorder are: assaults on people or animals; often bullies, threatens, or intimidates others; often starts physical fights; has used a weapon that can cause serious physical harm to others (e.g. a stick, a bar, a broken bottle, a knife, a gun); has been physically cruel to people and animals; has stolen by confronting the victim (e.g. assault, mugging, extortion, armed robbery); has forced someone into sexual activities; destruction of property; serious violations of rules.

3) Oppositional–provocative disorder: It involves problems of self-control of one’s emotions and behaviour. In such disorders the described problems are expressed through behaviours that violate the rights of others, as in the case of aggression, destruction of property, or that place the person in sharp contrast with social norms or figures representing authority. Emotions such as anger and irritation, together with controversial and defiant behaviour, prevail. The frequency of the provocative oppositional disorder is higher in families where a parent has an antisocial disorder and is more common in children of biological parents with alcohol addiction, mood disorders, schizophrenia, or parents with a history of attention deficit hyperactivity disorder or conduct disorder. Oppositional provoking disorder is characterised by the frequent and persistent presence of an angry/irritable mood (he often gets angry, is often touchy or upset, is often angry and resentful), polemic/provocative behaviour (he often quarrels with people who represent authority, often openly challenges or refuses to respect the rules, deliberately irritates others, blames others for his own mistakes), vindictiveness. These symptoms must occur when interacting with at least one person other than a sibling and are often part of problematic ways of interacting with others.
4) **Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder:** It is an evolutionary disorder of self-control. It includes difficulties in attention and concentration, impulse control and activity level. These problems derive substantially from the inability of the child to regulate his or her behaviour according to the passage of time, the objectives to be achieved and the demands of the environment. It should be pointed out that this morbid condition is not a normal growth phase that every child has to overcome, nor is it the result of an ineffective educational discipline, nor is it a problem due to the child’s “wickedness”. Known by the English acronym ADHD, it is a disorder with onset in developmental age (< 12 years) defined by five criteria (A, B, C, D, E) which must be present at the same time:

A. Persistent pattern of inattention and/or hyperactivity-impulsiveness that interferes with the functioning or development, as characterized by points 1 and/or 2:

1) **Inattention:** At least 6 of the following symptoms (from 17 years of age and over, five symptoms are sufficient) have persisted for at least six months with an intensity incompatible with the level of development, with a direct negative impact on social and school (or work) activities and the symptoms are not only a manifestation of oppositional behaviour, challenge, hostility or inability to understand tasks or instructions:

- often fails to pay attention to details or makes distracting mistakes in schoolwork, work or other activities (e.g. neglects or omits details, work is not accurate);
- often has difficulty maintaining attention on homework or play activities (e.g., has difficulty staying focused during a lesson, conversation or long reading);
- often the subject does not seem to listen when spoken to directly (for example, the mind seems elsewhere, even in the absence of obvious distractions);
- often the subject does not follow instructions and does not complete schoolwork, tasks or duties in the workplace (e.g. starts the activity but quickly loses concentration and is easily distracted);
- often has difficulty in organising tasks and activities;
- often avoids, feels aversion or is reluctant to engage in tasks that require protracted mental effort;
- often loses the objects needed for tasks or activities;
- is often distracted by external stimuli and is often careless in daily activities.

2) **Hyperactivity and impulsiveness:** At least 6 of the following symptoms (from 17 years of age and over, five symptoms are sufficient) persist for at least 6 months with an intensity incompatible with the level of development and having a direct negative impact on social and school/work activities:

- he often shakes or claps his hands and feet or wiggles in the chair;
- often leaves his seat in situations where one should remain seated (e.g. in the classroom, in the office or in other situations that require one to remain in one’s seat);
- shrugs and jumps in situations where it is inappropriate to do so;
- is often unable to play or engage in leisure activities quietly;
- he is often “under pressure”, acting as if he were “powered by a motor” (for example, he is unable to stand still, or feels uncomfortable doing so, for a prolonged period of time, such as in restaurants, during meetings);
- often speaks too much;
- often “shoots” an answer before the question has been completed (for example, he completes sentences said by others; he cannot wait his turn in conversations);
- often has difficulty waiting for his turn (e.g. while waiting in line);
- often interrupts others or is intrusive towards them (e.g., interrupts conversations, games or activities; can start using other people's things without asking or receiving permission; teenagers and adults can get involved or take over what others do).

B) The symptoms of inattention or hyperactivity-impulsiveness must have been present before the age of 12 years.

C) The different symptoms of inattention or hyperactivity must occur in at least two contexts such as at home, school or work, with friends or relatives or in other activities.

D) The symptoms must also interfere with the quality of social, school or work functioning.

E) The presence of a psychotic and/or mental disorder that can better justify the presence of symptoms is excluded.

DSM-5 [27] also lists other disorders related to emotional dysfunctionality, but this time with respect to attachment theory (attachment disorders), referring to the disturbed and/or inadequate social relational mode, and are more related to disorders caused by traumatic and stressful events:

1) **Reactive attachment disorder**

Two forms are known

a) **Inhibited type:** the subject has difficulty in engaging in interpersonal relationships and responding adequately to them according to the level of development; there is excessive inhibition, hypervigilance and a contradictory attitude towards the caregiver. The inhibited type is characterised by the absence of organised attachment behaviour, low social involvement, difficulty in emotional regulation, hypervigilance, inexplicable fear and outbursts of anger;
b) Uninhibited type: he presents himself with the propensity to establish an indiscriminate sociability and an inadequate selectivity in the choice of the reference figure. The uninhibited type is characterised by the child’s ease in moving away with strangers, the lack of search for family members in times of need and the absence of shyness towards the stranger with whom the contact is made.

The main manifestation is therefore the avoidance of figures called in technical terms caregivers, which may be parents or people other than parents who are in charge of caring/assisting/care for the child. The absence of an attachment relationship with the caregiver can often be found in cases of neglect, or in technical terms neglect, abuse, abrupt separation from caregivers between 6 months and 5 years of age or lack of responsiveness on the part of the caregiver to the child who is trying to interact. In a context marked by humiliation and lack of comfort/support/protection from caregivers, these children soon develop a vision of themselves, others and the world based on personal inadequacy. Therefore, in the presence of such early experiences, withdrawal and avoidance are protective responses to pain and suffering. The conviction of not being accepted by others, the feeling of not belonging and having something wrong causes behaviours aimed at a constant attempt to protect oneself/defend oneself and the inability to regulate emotions in everyday life.

2) Disorder of uninhibited social commitment

Social neglect and traumatic experiences that occur from the first months of life can give rise to this disorder Children manifest a series of behaviours (verbal or physical) that are excessively familiar and devoid of inhibition in approaching and interacting with unknown adults, so much so that they are so reticent and hesitant to move away with them. These children are characterised by excessive emotionality. They show a general and marked happiness when they come into contact with strangers, which, on the other hand, may be completely absent in the case of caregivers (parents or persons other than parents who are responsible for the care/assistance/care of the child). When strangers reject their emotions and their search for attention they begin to show high levels of anxiety and frustration. The behaviour of attention-seeking and contact with unfamiliar adults, being characterised by a total violation of social–interpersonal boundaries (established by the culture of reference and age-appropriate), makes people around them feel uncomfortable and become suspicious of them. Uninhibited social behaviour also extends into adolescence and addresses the peer group, with whom superficial and conflict-characterised relationships are soon established. These children show no remorse, guilt or sorrow when they hurt or disappoint those around them.

3) Attachment disorder interrupted

In the child it presents itself as the effect of traumatic separation from the attachment figure (parents or caregivers), frequent separation episodes or the psychological impact of grief following the death of the caregiver. The child with interrupted attachment disorder displays an insecure-
When participating in conflicts, children often experience intense emotions which can lead to maladaptive interactions with peers. It is therefore important to provide support to children in understanding and managing these emotions. This can be achieved through individual therapy that focuses on problem-solving skills and coping strategies.

The proposed treatments and therapies include:

**a)** Individual intervention addressed to the child: The theory that inspired the interventions is the observation that the child, having suffered abuse of various kinds, replicates abusing behaviour without having the possibility of developing more adaptive ones [52]. In general, individual behavioural therapies [53–55], have the common objective of supporting the child in: recognising stimuli related to aggression and antisocial behaviour, modifying cognitive distortions, improving problem-solving skills and dealing with aggression and frustration. Therapies, therefore, focus on modifying the child’s abilities in each of these areas [51,56]. In detail, the therapist, after identifying the problem-solving situation with the minor, supports the child in generating different types of solutions and evaluating the positive or negative consequences of the behaviour, thus increasing the child’s predictive capacity [55]. The main techniques used are: modeling exercises, role playing, reinforcement programmes such as token economy. Moreover, according to some authors [57], it is evident how the interspecies interaction is important for the development of these pathologies. Children and adolescents with conduct disorders represent a large group of subjects with different characteristics in terms of: type of disorder, intensity, course, evolution and prognosis. Several authors also point out that aggressive and antisocial behaviour has a multifactorial etiopathogenesis associated with characteristics of the individual, family, peer group, school and socio-cultural context [51,52].

Therefore, being a complex problematicity, different theories have tried to frame the phenomenon by triggering a large number of interventions with respect to the different orientations. For these reasons, the interventions taken into consideration below, will aim to report only a few explanatory examples with respect to the four types of intervention present in the literature.

The first group of interventions are aimed at minors, and consist of individual cognitive and behavioural therapies where animals are used. The second group are individual therapies of cognitive-behavioural and relational approach, addressed to parents. The third type of intervention are systemic relational family therapies. While in the last group we will examine are multi-modal interventions, where parental training sessions on parents and activities addressed to the class group are foreseen:

**a)** Individual intervention addressed to the child: The theory that inspired the interventions is the observation that the child, having suffered abuse of various kinds, replicates abusing behaviour without having the possibility of developing more adaptive ones [52]. In general, individual behavioural therapies [53–55], have the common objective of supporting the child in: recognising stimuli related to aggression and antisocial behaviour, modifying cognitive distortions, improving problem-solving skills and dealing with aggression and frustration. Therapies, therefore, focus on modifying the child’s abilities in each of these areas [51,56]. In detail, the therapist, after identifying the problem-solving situation with the minor, supports the child in generating different types of solutions and evaluating the positive or negative consequences of the behaviour, thus increasing his/her predictive capacity [55]. The main techniques used are: modeling exercises, role playing, reinforcement programmes such as token economy. Moreover, according to some authors [57], it is evident how the interspecies interaction is important for the development of these pathologies.

Moreover, in the school context, this type of intervention with animals allows minors to better recognize and understand the experiences of personal and relational emotional life [58].

**b)** Individual intervention aimed at parents: Since maladaptive interaction between parents and children plays a pivotal role in the development of these pathologies, interventions have focused on undertaking a psychoeducational path that increases the family’s social and relational skills [54]. For this reason, in general, interventions are often aimed at improving parenting skills and the relationship with children. From these objectives we find two groups of programmes: one of a behavioural type and one of a relational type, although we often find both elements combined. Cognitive therapy [56], aims to teach how to use positive reinforcement and punishment, through the use of prescriptions at home, role playing, shaping, situation recording on video, monitoring and verifying objectives. Among the best known interventions are Parent Management Training - Oregon (PMT-O) [59–61]. The aim of the programme is to educate parents to avoid coercive practices by assuming more spontaneous and consistent behaviour, through the use of rewards and small punishments, producing clear rules of behaviour for the child and giving him/her the opportunity to follow them. Parents will also be taught how to support children in solving everyday problems. The therapist works with them, usually at home, and only marginally interacts with the child.

**c)** Intervention aimed at the whole family: The basic assumption that inspired these interventions on the family nucleus is based on the observation that often the child’s behaviour derives from the family dynamics experienced [52]. The Systemic approach programme by James Alexander and Bruce Parsons [62,63]. Functional Family Therapy (FFT) aimed at children with aggressive behaviour and/or substance abuse. Starting from the basic assumption that the household produces misbehaviour in the child. It is believed that by improving the quality of communication and interactions between all family members it is possible to produce pro-social change in the child [62]. The intervention is divided into different phases: engagement and motivations, behaviour change and generalization. In the first phase the therapist, using cognitive techniques, tries to replace negative attitudes with positive attitudes, increasing his credibility and establishing a therapeutic alliance with all family members. In the second phase, the therapist, understanding the expectations that each member has towards the other members, tries to facilitate exchanges by identifying difficulties and developing problem-solving skills, thus restructuring relations between members. In the generalization phase, the therapist supports the family unit in extending the newly acquired skills to different contexts.
Multimodal intervention: Given the complexity of this type of disorders and the different levels (individual, family and social) of the problem, intervention programmes have been structured that can involve all levels at the same time: multimodal interventions. For this group we will examine the Coping Power programme of Lochman J. E. and Wells K.C. developed in 2002 [64–66]. The Coping Power Program consists of two parts, one aimed at parents and one aimed at the child in the class group. The objectives for the intervention on parents are: to develop the tendency to give positive attention to the child; to establish clear rules, expressing their expectations regarding the child’s behaviour; to promote the ability to organise the study; to use appropriate educational practices such as small prizes and small punishments; to be able to recognise and modulate parental stress; to increase positive family communication and their problem-solving skills. The techniques used are group meetings structured in Parent Training sessions that aim to develop and strengthen parenting skills related to the different areas mentioned above. For the children, we try to teach them to recognise the physiological signs of emotions and in particular anger in order to be able to modulate it; learn the appropriate relational methods to become part of the peer group; develop the ability to resist stressful situations. Furthermore, the ability to recognise the point of view of others (perspective taking) is promoted and by acquiring better strategies for self-control, they will have more tools to resolve conflict situations in a more appropriate way. Moreover, it is foreseen the use of behavioural contracts (called “goals”) in which minimum school objectives are set, agreed during the meetings with teachers, where the achievement of these is associated with a bonus system. Training on minors takes place by creating situations of “structured provocation” where members of the group act as emotional activators. In these controlled situations, the child directly experiences self-control exercises in order to increase the use of these techniques for anger management. The main tools used in the interaction of the class group is role-playing.

Conclusions

In conclusion, it emerges that disruptive behaviour, impulse control and conduct disorders have two important critical elements to take into account. The first is that these disorders, having a multi-dimensional etiology: the biological factor, the minor, the family and the social context, the interventions require a high level of complexity. The second data is that these disorders, often evolving into more complex personality disorders, such as the antisocial personality disorder, make it even more difficult to establish a good level of compliance, thus reducing the possibility of a positive resolution of the problem [67]. It is clear how these characteristics can significantly decrease the level of positive prognosis with a poor response to treatment. Different studies [51,68] show how multimodal interventions, embracing the different dimensions of the problem, can increase their level of effectiveness. In our opinion, even multimodal interventions have two important limits: the first is a high social cost and the second is that these interventions often deal with secondary or tertiary prevention, i.e. to intervene on subjects who already present problems. We understand that the time factor can play a fundamental role to treat these pathologies and have a positive resolution. On the basis of this evidence, in our modest opinion, it would be appropriate to highlight a series of predictive behaviours in children that can make it possible to anticipate a diagnosis of behavioural disorders, so as to intervene at an early stage and prevent them from developing into more serious personality disorders. In Italy, ISTAT, through research conducted annually in primary and secondary schools, has found that among the disorders present in school, mental disorders account for 73%, of which 31.1% are attention and behaviour disorders [69]. These worrying data indicate an important increase in mental discomfort for children aged 6 to 12 years. Furthermore, studies conducted in the USA [70–72] have shown that in the prison population, the requirements for attention and behaviour disorders are often met. Therefore, understanding how these types of disorders can increase the likelihood of criminal activity in adulthood, our hypothesis is, that it may be desirable to increase the number of multi-modal primary prevention interventions aimed at families [73] and children between 6 and 12 years of age. This is because, in our opinion, they could nip the phenomenon in the bud, or at least reduce the population of those who may subsequently develop behavioural problems. If the hypothesis were confirmed, the costs of secondary and tertiary interventions would also be reduced. Moreover, the hypothesis of primary prevention interventions at an early age could increase the level of positive prognosis precisely because there would be no evolution in more complex diagnoses. In addition, the child would be prevented from encountering legal measures. Moreover, on the basis of what has been observed, it could be hypothesized that the spread of primary prevention programmes could considerably reduce: the use of drugs and the development of “criminal attitudes” [74–77], inevitably leading to a reduction in the resulting social cost, but this hypothesis should also be verified with systematic studies on these subjects.
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